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ABSTRACT 

 

With increased demand for bandwidth-hungry applications such as video-on-demand, 

wavelength-division-multiplexing passive optical network (WDM-PON) has become a 

strong contender in overcoming the last mile bottle neck. However, the wide-scale 

deployment of WDM-PONs has been delayed mainly due to the high cost of wavelength-

specific optical components. To realize cost-effective WDM-PONs, various wavelength-

independent, so called colorless architectures, have been developed so that all the 

subscribers can have identical optical network units (ONUs). In such WDM-PONs, 

however, single-fiber bidirectional transmission results in degradation of system 

performance caused by interference between the signals and backreflections. 

 

This thesis investigates the impact of backreflections on single-fiber bidirectional WDM-

PONs. A WDM-PON with various optical line terminals (OLTs) and colorless ONU 

configurations is presented. The dependence of the power penalty, caused by 

backreflections, on a variety of parameters is investigated. This includes parameters such 

as the source linewidths, receiver bandwidth, transmission line loss (TLL), ONU gain, 

chirp effect at the ONU and optical return loss (ORL), in various WDM-PON 

configurations. The WDM-PON with continuous wave (CW) seed light and remodulation 

schemes are both presented and studied experimentally. The impacts of the 

backreflections on the single-fiber bidirectional WDM-PON with various OLT and ONU 

configurations are compared and analyzed accordingly. 
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 Research motivation 

 

With the rising popularity of the internet and its applications, our life is dominated 

nowadays by bandwidth-hungry services such as high-definition videos and live 

streaming. The explosive growth in the demand for higher bandwidth has triggered the 

introduction of fiber-to-the-home (FTTH) based broadband access networks. Among 

various FTTH implementations, passive optical network (PON), which can provide very 

high bandwidths to the customers, appears to be an attractive solution to the access 

network. Other than offering high bandwidth, a PON system offers a large coverage area, 

reduced fiber deployment as the result of its point-to-multipoint (P2MP) architecture, and 

reduced cost of maintenance due to the use of passive components in the network. 

Incorporating wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) in a PON allows one to support 

higher bandwidth compared to the standard PON since each wavelength is dedicated to a 

single subscriber. The WDM-PON offers other advantages such as ease of management 

and upgradability, strong network security, high flexibility with data and protocol 

transparency, so that it has been considered by many as a future-proof access technology 

and an ultimate next-generation FTTH network [1-6]. However, due to the virtual point-

to-point (P2P) connection architecture, the WDM-PON system requires expensive 

wavelength-specified transmitters at the optical line terminal (OLT) which is located at 

the telecom central office (CO), as well as at the optical network units (ONUs) which are 
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located at the subscriber premises. Consequently, to realize a cost-competitive WDM-

PON, economical solutions must be developed.  

 

A majority of the work in WDM-PONs have focused on the system cost efficiency 

especially at the user side where cost is most sensitive. To this end, in a successful 

deployment of the WDM-PON, the ONUs placed in the subscriber premises should be 

wavelength-independent or wavelength-free, so called the colorless ONUs. Recently, 

many WDM-PON loopback access networks with colorless ONUs have been proposed 

[7-18]. In most of these schemes, low-cost lasers or modulators, such as Fabry Pérot laser 

diodes (FP-LDs), reflective semiconductor optical amplifiers (RSOAs) are located at the 

ONUs, while a continuous wave (CW) seed light is sent from the OLT to the ONU and 

then looped back to the receiver at the OLT. This round-trip transmission is achieved by 

using either two fibers [7–10] or a single fiber [11–18]. Single-fiber loopback 

transmission is more attractive than two fibers systems as the number of optical fibers 

used can be reduced resulting in a system cost reduction. Furthermore, there has also 

been significant interest in reusing the downstream optical signal for the upstream 

transmission, which is known as the remodulation scheme [9], [19-23]. These 

configurations eliminate the need for an extra CW seed light, and hence it is more cost-

effective. However, such single-fiber bidirectional loopback transmission results in 

degradation of the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the received signal from the optical beat 

noises caused by backreflections. It is well known that Rayleigh backscattering (RB) 

cannot be avoided in optical fiber transmission due to the intrinsic nature of the fiber with 

microscopic fluctuations of refractive index [24]. In a single-fiber bidirectional WDM-

PON, the backreflected up/downstream will beat with its counter-propagating 
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down/upstream since they share the same wavelength. Moreover, all practical networks 

will have Fresnel reflections from components and connectors. As a result, it is essential 

to investigate the impact of backreflections in single-fiber bidirectional WDM-PON 

access networks, which would help evaluate the system performance and develop the 

network configurations.  

 

1.2 Thesis objectives & major contributions 

 

The main objective of this thesis is to analyze the system impairments due to optical beat 

noise between backreflections and the upstream signal in single-fiber bidirectional 

WDM-PON access networks.  

 

The major contributions of this research are as follows. A single-fiber bidirectional 

WDM-PON system with backreflection setup to study the backreflection impact is 

demonstrated, including various seed lights at the OLT such as a distributed feedback 

laser diode (DFB-LD), a spectrum-sliced amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) source 

or a filtered multi-wavelength light source (MW-LS), and two kinds of colorless ONUs, 

which is based on a RSOA or a FP-LD. The dependence of the power penalty caused by 

the optical beat noise on a variety of parameters such as the source linewidths, receiver 

bandwidth, transmission line loss (TLL), ONU gain, chirp effect at the ONU and optical 

return loss (ORL) is intensively investigated in various WDM-PON configurations. The 

WDM-PON with CW seed light and the remodulation scheme are both presented and 

studied experimentally. The impacts of the backreflections on the single-fiber 
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bidirectional WDM-PON with various OLT and ONU configurations are compared and 

analyzed accordingly.  

 

The original contribution of this research work has been evidenced by the following 

publications in scientific and engineering journals and conferences: 

1. S. Gao, H. Hu, A. Atieh, and H. Anis, “Impact of linewidth on system impairment 

caused by backreflection in WDM PONs,” in Proc. OFC/NFOEC, paper JThA99, 2008. 

2. S. Gao, H. Hu, and H. Anis, “Impact of backreflections on single-fiber bidirectional 

transmission in WDM-PONs,” J. Opt. Commun. Netw., vol. 3, no. 10, pp. 797–805, Oct. 

2011. 

 

1.3 Thesis outline     

 

This thesis investigates the impact of backreflections on single-fiber bidirectional WDM-

PONs.  The thesis is organized as follows: 

 

Chapter 2 provides an overview of WDM-PONs. It starts with a background of optical 

access networks and PONs.  Then various PON architectures and standards, as well as the 

evolution towards WDM-PONs, are introduced. In section 2.3, I discuss the main WDM-

PON technologies. This section focuses on the solutions to realize cost-effective WDM-

PONs, which include colorless architectures such as injection-locking of FP-LDs and 

wavelength-seeding of RSOAs, as well as wavelength-reused remodulation schemes. 

Finally in section 2.4, I discuss the main impairments in single-fiber bidirectional WDM-

PONs.   
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Chapter 3 focuses on my experimental research on the system impairment due to the 

backreflections in single-fiber bidirectional WDM-PON access networks. I begin with a 

literature review of recent work on the impact of backreflections and point out the 

insufficiency and drawbacks of these studies which was the motivation of my research. 

Secondly, I present the basic principles and definitions of backreflections I and II, which 

are the two dominant backreflections considered in this work. Followed is the theoretical 

analysis of backreflection penalties which was developed by another member of our 

group. The experimental results of my research are discussed and analyzed, which 

includes experimental setup, characteristics of system components as well as the detailed 

analysis and comparison of experimental results in various WDM-PON configurations.  

 

Chapter 4 concludes the thesis work by summarizing the main achievements and 

suggested future work.  
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CHAPTER 2 WAVELENGTH-DIVISION-

MULTIPLEXING PASSIVE OPTICAL NETWORKS 

(WDM-PONs) 

 

2.1 Background overview  

 

Today more than ever before, the fast-growing demand of high bandwidth, driven by 

popular video-on-demand services and emerging applications such as online gaming, has 

motivated the development of new technologies to satisfy such demand. Fig. 2.1 shows 

forecast of the evolution of the global consumer internet traffic from 2011 to 2016 [25]. 

We could see that internet video streaming and downloads, together with internet video 

calling will grow to over 54 percent of all consumer internet traffic in 2016. Currently, 

voice, broadcasting, and data are delivered to subscribers in separate networks, that is, 

public-switched telephone networks (PSTNs), community antenna television (CATV) 

networks, and digital subscriber line (DSL). However, it is believed that the three 

separate services can be offered in an integrated form of triple-play service which is 

delivered by a single network. To provide the bandwidth required for triple-play service, 

access connections using optical fibers were promoted as optical fibers have the 

advantage of high bandwidth, low loss and low noise. Such system is referred to as fiber-

to-the-x (FTTx) system, where “x” stands for “home (H),” “curb (C),” “premises (P),” 

“business (B),” etc., depending on how close the optical fiber is drawn with respect to the 

subscriber’s location.  
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Fig. 2.1 Forecast of the global consumer internet traffic (2011-2016) 

 

FTTH can be deployed using various architectures, as shown in Fig. 2.2. The home run in 

Fig. 2.2 (a) means P2P fiber connection between the CO and a home, which is expensive 

to install and handle the numerous fibers. To reduce the installation related costs, P2MP 

architectures were investigated as shown in Fig. 2.2 (b), where many subscribers share 

one fiber line through the remote node (RN). The RN performs function of active 

switching (Ethernet switch), or passive power splitting, or wavelength (de)multiplexing. 

Among them, the PON, which is a P2MP optical network with a passive RN, is preferred 

in terms of installation, operation, and maintenance of network. In a PON, there are no 

active elements in the signal path from source to destination. All transmissions are 

performed between an OLT at the CO and ONUs mainly through an optical 

splitter/combiner at the RN. PON has the ability to transport large amounts of data and 

information at very high bit rates through optical fiber as transmission medium in both 

feeder and distribution networks (called feeder fiber and drop fiber, respectively). PON-
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based FTTH has been widely deployed in recent years. The total number of FTTH 

subscribers worldwide has grown to about 38 million at the end of 2011 and is expected 

to reach about 90 million at the end of 2015, representing about 15% of all subscribers 

[26].  

 

CO

 

CO

RN

 

        (a) P2P architecture (home-run)                             (b) P2MP architecture 

Fig. 2.2 Various architectures of FTTH 

 

At present, most of PON deployments utilize time division multiplexing (TDM) 

technique, in which dedicated time slots are assigned to each subscriber connected to the 

PON. However, most agree that TDM-PONs cannot cope with the requirements of future 

network evolution with respect to aggregated bandwidth and the allowable power budget 

[1-6]. These problems can be mitigated with WDM-PONs, in which ONUs are assigned 

individual wavelengths such that the bandwidth of fiber is utilized more effectively to 

further increase the transmission speed. The architectures for WDM-PONs have been 

proposed as early as the mid-1990s. However, its deployment has been delayed early 

days mainly due to lack of services and the high cost of the WDM components. As the 

bandwidth-intensive network applications continue to emerge, WDM-PON is beginning 
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to attract significant attention. Recently, substantial research efforts have been dedicated 

to find solutions for realizing cost-effective WDM-PONs.  

 

2.2 PON architectures and standards    

 

2.2.1 TDM-PONs 

 

CO
Optical 
Spliter

Upstream (Burst-mode)

Downstream
(Continuous and broadcast)

1

2

3

4

N

...1 2 3 N4
..

.

 

Fig. 2.3 Architecture of TDM-PON 

 

TDM-PON is the most common commercial PON architecture. The transmission time is 

divided into discrete slots and each subscriber is granted access to the medium during a 

specific time slot, as depicted in Fig. 2.3. In the downstream direction, the OLT at the CO 

broadcasts the traffic through a passive optical power splitter at the RN to all ONUs in 

the access network and accordingly, all broadcasted information is received by every 

ONU. The data streams for different ONUs can be virtually differentiated using ONU 

address labels that are embedded in the transmission. At the ONU, only the relevant data 
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with correct address labels is processed and other data is discarded. The upstream signals 

are coupled through the same power splitter. TDM is employed in order to avoid the 

collisions between transmissions of different ONUs’ in the network. Variable length 

transmission time slots can be assigned for each ONU depending on the required quality 

of service. This mechanism is commonly known as dynamic bandwidth allocation and is 

managed by the OLT.  

 

However, TDM-PON suffers from several disadvantages [2, 3], [27]: 

 Bandwidth sharing: the bandwidth per ONU is limited. 

 The splitting ratio introduced by the passive splitter that limits:  

o the maximum number of ONUs in a PON, 

o the maximum reach of a PON, 

 Security issue: security algorithms for downstream signals are required because 

the downstream information is going to every ONU.  

 Complicated bandwidth allocation protocol.  

 

2.2.2 WDM-PONs  

 

WDM-PON provides the dedicated bandwidth of a P2P network with the fiber sharing 

inherent in PON access networks. The straightforward approach to build a WDM-PON is 

to employ a separate wavelength channel from the OLT to each ONU, as shown in Fig. 

2.4. In the downstream direction, the wavelength channels are routed to the 

corresponding ONUs using a passive arrayed waveguide grating (AWG) as a WDM 

demultiplexer, which is deployed at the RN. The AWG replaces the passive power 
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splitter used in a TDM-PON. The AWG is a passive optical device with the special 

property of periodicity, the cyclic nature by which multiple wavelength channels are 

routed to the same output port from an input port. This enables spatial reuse of the 

wavelength channels. The insertion loss does not scale with the number of users and is 

considerably smaller than a passive splitter and (for example a 1x32 splitter introduces 

loss of 18 dB while the loss of AWG is typically in the range of 3-5 dB, independently of 

the number of routed channels). For the upstream direction of the WDM-PON, the same 

AWG performs as a WDM multiplexer to combine all the upstream wavelength channels 

together. At the OLT, another AWG is employed along with a receiver array to detect the 

upstream signals. In such WDM-PON architecture, each subscriber gets a dedicated P2P 

optical channel to the OLT, although they are sharing a common P2MP physical 

architecture like the TDM-PON. 

 

AWG

...

CO

..
.

 

Fig. 2.4 Architecture of a WDM-PON 
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Because of the virtual P2P architecture of WDM-PON, it has many advantages over the 

TDM-PON [2, 3]: 

 Huge bandwidth: each ONU is assigned an individual wavelength which provides 

inherent advantages in terms of bandwidth per ONU (each user can operate at a 

rate up to the full bit rate of a wavelength channel). 

 The usage of the AWG router removes the splitting loss problem increasing the 

reach and scalability.  

 Good security and protocol transparency: no sharing information between users. 

 Less complexity and easier implementation: no need for any sophisticated media 

access controller algorithms to manage the timing of the ONU transmissions. 

 

Although a WDM-PON has many technical advantages, there have been several issues 

that have prevented it from being a suitable solution for access applications. One issue 

has been related to the polarization independence and the wavelength stability of the 

AWG at the RN. AWGs usually require thermal control to keep their wavelength 

channels locked to the International Telecommunication Union (ITU) grid. This requires 

active electrical control at the RN which is not acceptable for a passive solution. 

Technology advances have allowed the recent commercialization of athermal AWGs that 

can remain locked to a dense WDM (DWDM) wavelength grid over temperature ranges 

experienced at the passive-node location [28]. Another issue is the concern of using 

wavelength-specific sources in the WDM-PON system. Such sources would require 

thermo-electric coolers to stabilize their wavelengths. Wavelength stabilized lasers are 

usually expensive. In addition, this scheme would require a different or “colored” 

transceiver for each user, resulting in high costs for installation, management, 
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maintenance and inventory. For the practical realization and deployment of the WDM-

PON access networks, technologies to reduce the system cost needs to be developed.  

 

2.2.3 PON standards  
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Fig. 2.5 Evolution of PON standards (modified from [3]) 

 

Many TDM-PON standards have been established, such as asynchronous transfer mode 

PON (APON) [29, 30], broadband PON (BPON) [31], Ethernet PON (EPON) [32], and 

Gigabit PON (GPON) [33]. The next-generation GPON standard, which is classified as 

XG-PON1, has been released in 2010 [34, 35]. A number of options have been 

considered for next generation broadband access standard (NG-PON2), This includes 

WDM-PON, coherent ultra-dense WDM-PON (UDWDM-PON), orthogonal frequency 

division multiplexing (OFDM) PON, and TWDM-PON (TDM/WDM-PON), a hybrid 

system that stacks four 10GPONs onto a single fiber to deliver 40 Gb/s capacity 
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downstream, etc.. The evolution of PON standards is illustrated in Fig. 2.5. The increase 

of transmission bandwidth can be seen in the figure as the PON standard develops.  

 

2.3 WDM-PON technologies  

 

2.3.1 State of the art 

 

The first country to deploy WDM-PON systems was South Korea and it had more than 

100,000 lines by February 2007 [4]. Although wider scale deployment is technically 

feasible, the high cost of existing optical components has made such systems less 

attractive for implementation. The enterprise market has already had several WDM-PON 

vendors such as ADVA Optical Networking, Transmode and LG-Ericsson, and WDM-

PON system has been commercialized. However, for instance, the cost of the WDM-

PON developed by LG-Ericsson is roughly twice that of EPON or GPON [36]. Efforts 

toward standardization of the WDM-PON architecture have also started in the second 

half of 2010 for its practical deployment in the future [36].  

 

DWDM, which offers a typical 100 GHz channel spacing, is commonly used in the long-

haul and metro markets, but it has not yet been applied significantly in the access area 

mainly due to cost. One reason for this is the requirement that each remote site would 

need a unique transceiver (using a wavelength stabilized optical source) that is matched 

to the WDM channel defined by the optical transport layer. The need for differently 

“colored” transceivers has been a significant barrier for wide-scale WDM-PON 

implementation, due to the high operational costs (installation, maintenance, and 
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inventory) associated with managing each remote access location. Fixed lasers at 

different wavelengths have been proposed, as have also wavelength tunable lasers for 

implementing wavelength-adaptive (so called “colorless”) transmitters, but these are 

currently too expensive for FTTH applications. To address this issue, a lot of effort has 

been put in trying to develop low-cost sources that are “color-free” or “colorless” so that 

all subscribers can have identical ONUs. A lot of colorless architectures in WDM-PONs 

have been proposed, such as spectral slicing, injection and self-injection locking of FP-

LDs, wavelength-seeding and self-seeding of RSOAs, etc.. To further reduce the cost, 

wavelength-reused technique, so called remodulation scheme, has also been proposed. 

The most popular and cost-effective architectures will be discussed in detail in following 

sections.  

 

2.3.2 Colorless architectures in WDM-PONs 

 

2.3.2.1 Injection-locking of FP-LDs 

 

To reduce the cost of WDM-PONs, injection-locking scheme has been developed. This 

technology eliminates the wavelength-specific sources and replaces them with low-cost 

identical FP-LDs. Fig. 2.6 illustrates a WDM-PON system with injection-locked FP-LDs 

by spectrum-sliced ASE source. Two broadband light sources (BLSs) at different bands 

(C- and L-band) are located at the CO for injection of broadband light into FP-LDs 

located at the CO and the ONUs. L-band (1581.3–1585.8 nm) and C-band (1548.9–

1553.3 nm) are used for the downstream and upstream data transmissions, respectively 

[37].  
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Fig. 2.6 A WDM-PON with injection-locked FP-LDs by spectrum-sliced ASE light 

 

The ASE light from C-band BLS is coupled into the feeder fiber and sent to the AWG2 

where it is spectrally sliced, and then injected into FP-LDs located at the ONUs. At the 

ONUs, the FP-LDs are directly modulated. When an external optical beam is injected 

into the cavity of a FP-LD, it experiences the internal gain from the semiconductor 

material. This process results in a reflected and amplified signal that contains the ONU 

data. Since the injected signal can be much larger than the internally generated 

spontaneous noise, the majority of the optical output power will be at the wavelength of 

the injected signal. The normal multi-wavelength spectrum of the FP-LD is transformed 

into a quasi single-wavelength spectrum similar to that of a DFB-LD. This narrowband 

output signal can then be efficiently transmitted through a DWDM communication 

channel. The externally injected wavelength is called the “locking” or “seeding” signal. 
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By maintaining the frequency of the seeding source sufficiently close to the FP-LD, the 

injection forces the FP-LD to operate only on the injected frequency with relatively little 

noise. After the injection-locking, the generated upstream signals are multiplexed by the 

AWG2 and transmitted through the feeder fiber back to the CO where the received 

signals are demultiplexed by the AWG1 and detected by the receivers. The upstream 

wavelength of each subscriber is determined by the wavelength of the injected spectrum-

sliced BLS, since a mode of the FP-LD that is the nearest to the peak wavelength of the 

injected BLS is locked to the wavelength of the injected BLS. Therefore, although all the 

transmitters at the ONUs are identical, they operate at different DWDM wavelengths, 

making each ONU interchangeable which reduces management, installation and 

inventory costs. The injection locking can strongly improve the side-mode-suppression- 

ratio (SMSR) of a FP-LD, which is essential for DWDM operation.  

 

For the downstream data transmission, L-band BLS output is coupled into the AWG1. It 

is spectrally sliced and injected into the FP-LDs located at the CO. The downstream 

signals are generated and then transmitted toward the user side and recovered by the 

receivers at the ONUs. The use of a separate upstream and downstream communication 

band is possible since the AWG is designed to be periodic in wavelength so it can operate 

in multiple bands. This means that an AWG can simultaneously support two 

communication wavelength bands on each of its input. The insets of Fig. 2.6 are 

examples of the spectrums of spectrum-sliced BLS, free-running FP-LD and injection-

locked FP-LD, respectively. It is very clear that after the injection locking, the SMSR is 

improved dramatically.  
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The application of injection-locking of FP-LDs in WDM-PONs was first proposed in 

2000, in which the spectrum-sliced ASE light was used as the seed light [11], and has 

been reported in several other studies [38], [39]. This scheme is very attractive due to its 

low cost and has been in use in Korea in the past few years [36]. However, since spectral 

slicing of a BLS inherently suffers from the conversion of excess intensity noise (EIN) 

from the seed light to the FP-LDs [40], [41] as well as incoherent characteristic, the 

transmission is typically limited to 1.25 Gb/s. An increased data rate of 2.5 Gb/s 

upstream transmission are achieved by injection-locking FP-LDs using a polarization 

insensitive supercontinuum pulse source [42], and by mutually side-mode injection-

locking FP-LDs [43]. Recently, a demonstration of 2.5 Gb/s data rate with over 25 km 

transmission distance was achieved by using a MW-LS as the seed light. Certainly, if 

further increase of data rate is required, a high-quality coherent light source with low 

intensity noise such as DFB-LD needs to be utilized as the seed light at the current stage 

[44].  

 

2.3.2.2 Wavelength-seeding of RSOAs 

 

The idea of wavelength-seeding of RSOAs is similar to that of injection-locking of FP-

LDs, with the FP-LD replaced by an RSOA. Compared to the injection-locked FP-LD, 

the wavelength-seeded RSOA has the advantage that it is immune to mode partition noise 

and wavelength selectivity, since the optical spectrum of the RSOA is a broadband one 

instead of a multimode one. Moreover, the EIN of the seed light can be suppressed by 

squeezing power fluctuation when the RSOA is operated in a gain saturation region [45]. 
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And normally, there is no need to adjust the polarization of the seed light to maximize the 

gain.  
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Fig. 2.7 A WDM-PON with wavelength-seeded RSOAs by coherent light 

 

The architecture of the WDM-PON with wavelength-seeded RSOAs could be the same as 

that of injection-locked FP-LDs, except that the FP-LDs are replaced by RSOAs. As an 

example, Fig. 2.7 illustrates the architecture of a WDM-PON with wavelength-seeded 

RSOAs by a set of DFB-LDs. The use of coherent light as the seed light has the potential 

ability to decrease the ASE noise and increase the bit rate compared to the spectrum-

sliced BLS, but more costly at the same time. The spectrums of the C-band DFB-LD 

array are multiplexed by AWG3 at the CO and coupled into the feeder fiber as the seed 

lights. At the RN, the seed lights are demultiplexed by AWG2 and transmitted toward 

each subscriber through the distribution fibers. The inset of Fig. 2.7 explains the 

mechanisms of the RSOA when the light is injected into it. By directly modulating the 
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RSOA, the amplified and reflected upstream signals are multiplexed by AWG2 at the RN, 

demultiplexed by AWG1 and detected by the receivers at the CO. The downstream 

signals are generated by directly modulating of an array of L-band DFB-LDs, which are 

multiplexed by AWG1 at the CO and coupled into the feeder fiber, demultiplexed by 

AWG2 at the RN, and detected by different receivers at subscribers’ premises.  

 

The first proposal of using wavelength-seeded RSOAs in WDM-PONs was reported in 

2001, realizing a system with 1.25 Gb/s data rate over 25 km transmission [14]. Some 

other studies using the same technique have been demonstrated in [16], [46-48], but all of 

them are limited to 1.25 Gb/s data rate. Generally, RSOA modulation speed can be 

increased by high current injection and high optical power incidence. The former is 

restricted by power consumption at each CO/ONU, and the later by optical power budget 

in the WDM-PON. Afterwards, many investigations have been focusing on the 

techniques to increase the RSOA’s bandwidth for higher transmission bit rate [49-52]. In 

[49], it shows the operation of RSOAs at 2.5 Gb/s of 20 km transmission thanks to the 

improvement in fabrication and packaging. In [51], it was demonstrated for the first time 

RSOA operation up to 5 Gb/s. Equalization techniques using RSOAs at 10 Gb/s have 

been shown at the expense of reduced receiver sensitivity and the need for forward error 

correction [53, 54].  

 

2.3.3 Wavelength-reused remodulation schemes in WDM-PONs 

 

A common characteristic in all the WDM-PON systems discussed so far is that they all 

use separate wavelength bands for the upstream and downstream transmission. This is to 
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reduce the crosstalk between signals and improve system performance. However, this 

means that in addition to the OLT light source required to carry the downstream data, an 

extra light source at the OLT is needed to seed the ONU. To realize more cost-effective 

WDM-PONs, remodulation schemes, in which the downstream optical signal is reused 

for the upstream transmission, have been investigated [9], [19-23]. The first remodulation 

scheme using injection-locked FP-LDs was proposed in [9]. In this system, the FP-LD 

located at the ONU was injection locked by a portion of the received optical power from 

the 10 Gb/s non-return-to-zero (NRZ) downstream wavelength and was simultaneously 

directly modulated to produce the upstream signal. Some remodulation schemes based on 

RSOAs have also been proposed [20-23].  
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Fig. 2.8 Remodulation-based WDM-PON structure employing RSOAs 

 

Fig. 2.8 shows the remodulation-based WDM-PON structure employing RSOAs. The 

downstream signals generated by transmitters in the CO are transmitted to the ONUs 

through AWG1 at the CO, the feeder fiber, and AWG2 at the RN. At each ONU, a 
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smaller portion of the downstream signal is detected by the receiver to recover the 

downstream data while the bigger portion is injected into the RSOA to be remodulated 

with the upstream data, and transmitted back to the receiver at the CO.  
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Fig. 2.9 Gain characteristic of the RSOA [55] 

 

In these remodulation schemes, the RSOAs are operated in the gain saturation region so 

that the amplitude of the downstream signal can be suppressed. Fig. 2.9 shows the input–

output characteristic of the RSOA, which indicates that the RSOA output power saturates 

as the input power (i.e., the downstream signal power) increases. The downstream signal 

is amplified by the linear amplifier so that its power is in the RSOA saturation region, 

and then injected into the RSOA. As a result, the difference between the mark and space 

levels is considerably reduced in the RSOA reflected output, which means that the 

downstream signal modulation pattern can be almost erased. At the same time, by 
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modulating the RSOA injection current with a different signal, the upstream signal with 

the same wavelength as the downstream signal is generated.  

 

However, in such schemes, the residual downstream component included in the upstream 

signal can cause the performance degradation in upstream transmission, as shown in the 

inset of Fig. 2.8. Therefore, such schemes usually require high injection power and 

sacrifice the extinction ratio (ER) of the downstream data to reduce the crosstalk to the 

upstream signal. To overcome this disadvantage, it has been proposed to use subcarrier 

multiplexing together with WDM to separate frequency bands between upstream and 

downstream data [56–58]. It was also demonstrated that using different modulation 

formats for downstream and upstream helps in erasing the downstream pattern [19], [59-

63]. However, these methods increase the complexity as well as the cost of the WDM-

PON.  

 

2.3.4 Comparison of various colorless architectures in WDM-PONs 

 

In addition to the colorless architectures discussed above, more solutions are available. 

The most cost-effective solution would be the spectrum slicing scheme. In such system, 

the ONU uses a broadband light-emitting diode (LED) or semiconductor optical amplifier 

(SOA) to modulate upstream information, and then the AWG at the RN slices out the 

corresponding wavelength of each of the subscribers [64, 65]. The drawback is the 

optical power wasted in the slicing process which decreases the achievable reach. 

Moreover, the slicing process introduces intensity noise, which limits the bit rate.  
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The tunable laser approach would be the natural colorless solution. The device 

wavelength could be configured and this scheme offers a high degree of flexibility and 

performance (reach, bit rate, etc.). But no commercial WDM-PON solution based on 

tunable lasers is available due to their current high cost. 

 

To reach modulation speeds of 10 Gb/s or even higher, the reflective electro-absorption 

modulator (REAM) offers a solution [66-68]. The cost is the main problem with such 

scheme. In addition, another drawback of this scheme is that the REAM lacks optical 

amplification meaning that twice the link-loss must be covered [36]. 

 

In contrast to injection-locking of FP-LDs and wavelength-seeding of RSOA, self-

seeding technique has also been proposed to eliminate the use of centralized light source 

(CLS) as the seed light. In such a scheme, instead of a master device, the seed signal is 

taken from the FP-LD or RSOA itself. In the case of FP-LD, fiber Bragg gratings (FBGs) 

with pre-assigned Bragg wavelengths are implemented at the AWG ports to reflect light 

from FP-LDs for self-injection locking [69]. In the case of RSOA, broadband ASE light 

emitted from each RSOA is spectrally sliced by an AWG at the RN and fed back via a 

passive reflective path to seed itself [70, 71].  

  

Table 2.1 concludes a comparison of the colorless architectures, including bit 

rate/channel, number of channels can be supported, as well as their own advantages and 

disadvantages. According to the table, the schemes discussed in sections 2.3.2 and 2.3.3 

are more favorable in terms of both performance and system cost.  
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Table 2.1 Comparison of colorless architectures [72] 

Scheme 
Bit rate 

/channel 

No. of 

channels 
Pros Cons 

Spectrum slicing: 

LED 

Low, 

<155 Mb/s 

Low, 

≤16 

Very cheap 

No seed needed 
Poor scalability and reach 

Spectrum slicing: 

SLED/SOA 

Low, 

<155 Mb/s 

Medium, 

~32 

Inexpensive 

No seed needed 
Low bit rate and short reach 

Injection locked FP 

with ASE injection 

Low, 

~1.25Gb/s 

Medium, 

~32 
Inexpensive 

Non-standard FP needed (wide gain spectrum) 

Bit rate and transmission distance limited 

Injection locked FP 

with laser injection 
Medium,  

>2.5Gb/s 
Medium, 

~32 
Inexpensive 

Non-standard FP needed (wide gain spectrum) 

Polarization dependent upon injection 

Injection locked FP 

with self-seeding 
Medium, 

>1.25Gb/s 
Medium, 

~32 

Inexpensive 

No seed needed 
Non-standard FP needed (wide gain spectrum)  

Polarization dependent upon injection 

RSOA: with ASE 

injection 
Medium, 

<5Gb/s 
Medium, 

~32 

Relatively high bit 

rate 

Relatively expensive, Seed source needed 

Chromatic dispersion limited 

RSOA: laser array 

seeding 

Medium,  

<5Gb/s 
High, 

 >32 

Relatively high bit 

rate 
Laser bank seed source needed, Polarization 

dependent, backscattering problem 

RSOA with 

remodulation 
Medium, 

<5Gb/s 
High,  

>32 
Relatively high bit 

rate, No seed source 
Downstream extinction ratio is limited 

Backscattering affects upstream performance 

REAM 
High,  

>10 Gbit/s 
Low,  

<32 
High bit rate 

Expensive; Relatively high injection power 

Backscatter affects upstream performance 

Tuneable laser High, 

≥10Gbit/s 
High, 

≥32 

Good output power 

=> long reach 

No seed needed 

Wavelength flexible 

Expensive 

External modulator needed 

Wavelength assignment algorithm needed 

 

 

2.4 Impairments in single-fiber bidirectional WDM-PONs 

 

Various desirable architectures of WDM-PONs have been discussed. In all of these 

systems, one single fiber is deployed between the CO and the RN for transmission of 

both downstream and upstream signals. Single-fiber transmission presents a very efficient 

solution because only one fiber is necessary, and at the same time, the cost for connectors, 

splices and other network components decrease as well. Such single-fiber bidirectional 

transmission can be implemented using two strategies, which is illustrated in Fig. 2.10. 

The one in Fig. 2.10 (a) represents the one which is to transmit downstream and upstream 

data using different wavelength so that the signals do not interfere with each other. This 
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option requires sources of different wavelength as well as WDM couplers to divide the 

downstream and upstream channels. The second alternative is shown in Fig. 2.10 (b) in 

which the same wavelength is used in both directions. In this configuration, the savings 

of fiber and wavelength brings the most cost-effective solution. However, the crosstalk 

and interference between the signals results in more noise which may lead to a poorer 

performance.  
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Fig. 2.10 Options for single-fiber bidirectional transmission: (a) one fiber with two 

wavelengths; (b) one fiber with one wavelength 

 

A typical implementation of the schemes shown in Fig. 2.10 (a) would be the colorless 

ONU architectures such as injection-locking of FP-LDs or wavelength-seeding of RSOAs. 

For example, as reported in [37] (Fig. 2.6), C-band signals are transmitted from the OLT 

to the ONU, and after injection-locking of FP-LDs, are sent back to the OLT as the 

upstream signals. On the other hand, L-band signals are transmitted from the OLT and 

detected at the ONUs as the downstream signals. For the scheme shown in Fig. 2.10 (b), 

wavelength-reused remodulation technique would be a good example. In such scheme, 

there is no need for additional seed light, instead, the downstream itself is the seed light 

and is reused to generate the upstream signal with the same wavelength. These two 
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schemes are both single-fiber bidirectional WDM-PONs and the impairments in such 

schemes are discussed in the following sections.  

 

2.4.1 Fiber loss 

 

Fiber loss is a major factor that limits the transmission distance in optical communication 

systems due to the inherent characteristic of the optical fiber. In fact, the use of silica 

fibers for optical communications became practical during the 1970s, only when losses 

were reduced to an acceptable level [73]. As the signal power is reduced gradually along 

the transmission direction, the detected signal power at the optical receiver could be too 

low to be recovered accurately since a certain minimum amount of power is required for 

accurate detection. With the advent of optical amplifiers in the 1990s, transmission 

distances can exceed several thousands of kilometers by compensating accumulated 

losses periodically.  

 

The fiber loss depends on the wavelength of transmitted light. For the standard single-

mode fiber (SMF), in the wavelength region near 1.55 μm, the fiber exhibits a loss of 

about 0.2 dB/km. This value is close to the fundamental limit of about 0.16 dB/km for 

silica fibers.  

 

Nowadays, in addition to higher bit rates, another significant trend in PON research has 

been toward longer reach PONs, which normally can be realized by deploying more 

active amplifiers. However, considering the cost of practical PON system, the better 

solution would be to develop low-loss optical fibers. In 2009, Corning Inc. demonstrated 

a system that use an ultra-low-loss fiber with up to 3 dB lower loss over a 100 km system 
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length than standard SMF, thus enabling a split over twice as many subscribers [74]. 

Today Corning’s advanced low-loss fiber manufacturing technology delivers enhanced 

single-mode ITU-G.652.D compliant optical fiber with a significantly reduced 

attenuation coefficient across the entire operational wavelength spectrum, i.e. from 1260 

nm to 1625 nm. Corning’s SMF-28
®

 ULL optical fiber has demonstrated the lowest loss 

of SMF with maximum attenuation available between 0.17 and 0.18 dB/km at 1550 nm 

[75]. 

 

Low-loss optical fiber delivers improved link power budget, thereby enabling increased 

subscriber coverage, extended CO coverage to allow consolidation of redundant facilities, 

higher PON splitter ratios, and migration and coexistence of different system generations 

operating on the same fiber.  

 

2.4.2 Fiber dispersion 

 

Fiber dispersion is an important design issue in optical communication systems, 

especially in high-bit-rate systems. Basically, fiber dispersion leads to broadening of 

individual optical pulses with propagation. If optical pulses spread significantly outside 

their allocated bit slot, the transmitted signal is severely degraded. Eventually, it becomes 

impossible to recover the original signal with high accuracy. Hence, there is a limitation 

of bit rate-distance product brought by the dispersion, which can be expressed as [73] 

 

1DBL                                                      (2.1) 
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where B  represents the bit rate,  L  is the fiber length (transmission distance), D  denotes 

the fiber dispersion coefficient, and   is the spectral width of the transmitted signal.  

 

According to this formula, the signal with small spectral width is preferred to increase the 

bit rate-distance product; in other words, the signal from a BLS would not be a good 

choice for optical communication systems. However, in WDM-PON access networks, the 

spectrum-sliced BLS seeded optical sources, such as an injection-locked FP-LD and a 

wavelength-seeded RSOA by a spectrum-sliced ASE source like an erbium doped fiber 

amplifiers (EDFA), have been considered as attractive solutions for cost-effective 

implementation of high-capacity WDM-PONs, as discussed earlier. Even though the 

spectrum slicing process narrows the spectrum width of a BLS because of the AWG or 

the filter, the bandwidth is still wide compared to other laser sources such as the DFB-

LDs. Hence, in such systems, the system’s performance is severely degraded by the 

dispersion of transmission fiber [76-78]. The chromatic dispersion could increase not 

only the inter-symbol interference due to the signal pulse broadening, but also the EIN 

suppressed within the FP-LD or RSOA [76, 77]. A dispersion penalty equation has been 

reported in [78] to estimate the system’s penalty in the WDM-PON using injection-

locked FP-LDs by the BLS. It has been demonstrated that fiber dispersion is not a 

limiting factor for WDM-PONs with injection-locked FP-LDs running at 1.25 Gb/s or 2.5 

Gb/s, because a well-locked FP-LD operates in a single mode and its linewidth is about 

0.1nm [79]. In a very recent study [80], it shows that the effect of dispersion-induced EIN 

increase could be mitigated with an enough BLS seed source power into the RSOA. In 

this way, the maximum reach in a wavelength-seeded RSOA based WDM-PON 
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operating at a 1.25 Gb/s could be increased to be > 60 km of conventional SMF without 

using any dispersion compensating techniques.  

 

2.4.3 Intensity noise from BLS and colorless ONUs 

 

The incoherent spectrum-sliced BLS has been considered as an attractive candidate of 

WDM-PON light sources as it capitalizes on the economical advantages of generating 

multichannel lights simultaneously. However, these sources have thermal-like properties 

since they emit light through spontaneous emission and consequently have EIN which is 

a major limiting factor in transmitting data at a required bit rate and distance. At high bit 

rates, with correspondingly large receiver bandwidths, the detected EIN becomes 

significant, requiring an increase in receiver power to maintain a similar bit error rate 

(BER) that would be obtained when using a source relatively free from such noise, like a 

laser.  

 

To address this limitation of incoherent sources, a number of techniques to suppress the 

EIN have been investigated. An all-optical method using intra-channel four-wave mixing 

(FWM) has been demonstrated to reduce the EIN by significantly increasing the received 

channel bandwidth [81]. Recently, it has been reported that the gain saturation 

characteristics of FP-LD or RSOA could significantly suppress the EIN within a 

spectrum-sliced BLS output, and thus improve the performance of BLS based WDM-

PONs [82, 83]. Low-noise BLS based on mutually injected FP-LDs has also been 

proposed in [84, 85].  
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Moreover, in WDM-PONs, there are other sources of intensity noise. The spectral 

filtering by multiplexer/demultiplexer results in an increase in EIN. The increased EIN 

restricts data bandwidth when the spontaneous–spontaneous beat noise becomes 

dominant in the optical receiver. It has been demonstrated that a spectrum-sliced WDM-

PON design by using flat-top passband AWGs as well as a narrow-bandwidth seed light 

source, to reduce the multiple spectral filtering effects at the multiplexers of the OLT and 

the RN [86]. The ASE noise from RSOAs, the intensity noise and mode partition noise 

from injection-locked FP-LDs, all contributes to the degradation of system performance 

in WDM-PONs.  

 

2.4.4 Rayleigh backscattering (RB) 

 

As we know, the two main loss mechanisms in an optical fiber are material absorption 

and Rayleigh scattering. Material absorption includes absorption by silica as well as the 

impurities in the fiber. The loss due to material absorption has now been reduced to 

negligible levels at the wavelengths of interest for optical communication-so much so that 

the loss due to Rayleigh scattering is the dominant component in today’s fibers.  

 

Rayleigh scattering arises because of fluctuations in the density of the medium (silica) at 

the microscopic level. The loss due to Rayleigh scattering is a fundamental one and 

decreases with increasing wavelength. The loss coefficient S  due to Rayleigh scattering 

at a wavelength   can be written as [87] 

 

                                                         4/S A                                                       (2.2) 
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where A  is called the Rayleigh scattering coefficient. Note that the Rayleigh scattering 

loss decreases rapidly with increasing wavelength due to the 4  dependence.  S  

represents the portion of the incident power scattered due to Rayleigh effect for length 

unit [m
-1

]. 

 

When an optical pulse of peak power 0P  is injected into an optical fiber, the Rayleigh 

backscattered power observed at the input fiber end face from a distance z  can be 

expressed as [88] 

 

   0 exp 2b SP P S z z                                                       (2.3) 

 

where the capture fraction S  is defined as the proportion of the total power scattered at   

z  which is recaptured by the fiber in the return direction. z  is the pulse travel distance 

element.  

 

In single-fiber bidirectional WDM-PONs, as depicted in Fig. 2.10, there is beat noise 

caused by the Rayleigh backscattering (RB). In the system shown in Fig. 2.10 (a), even 

though the downstream and upstream signals are assigned with different wavelength, the 

seed light which has the same wavelength as the upstream signal goes from the OLT to 

the ONU, so that the backscattered seed light beats with the upstream signal which leads 

to the degradation of the upstream transmission. The impact of the beat noise on the 

system shown in Fig. 2.10 (b) is even worse. In this case, the upstream signal beats with 

the backscattered downstream signal and the downstream signal beats with the 
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backscattered upstream signal as well, which results in the worse performance for both 

signals. 

 

As the RB is an intrinsic phenomenon in optical fibers and can not be eliminated, a 

number of studies have been reported to reduce the impact of RB in WDM-PONs [89-96].  

A technique, using a phase modulator at the ONU to reshape the spectrum of the 

upstream signal in order to reduce the overlap with the backreflected light and hence to 

reduce the beat noise falling within the receiver bandwidth, has been shown in [89]. The 

RB reduction by means of optical frequency dithering has been presented in [90, 91]. In 

[90], the optical frequency modulation was realized by applying a pilot signal to a tunable 

laser, adequately adjusting the amplitude, frequency, and waveform of the pilot. In [91], 

by adjusting the dithering frequency of the downstream transmitter at the OLT using a 

simple feedback control, the reflection-induced penalties are suppressed drastically, for 

both the upstream and downstream signals. The technique for RB noise compression by 

using gain-saturated SOA has been demonstrated in [92]. The scheme enabled error-free, 

10 Gb/s transmission to be achieved in a 64 way-split, 20 km reach WDM-PON. 

Moreover, in [93], by employing an RSOA as the ONU transmitter and driving it by a 

return-to-zero (RZ) signal, the coherence time of the upstream signal can be dramatically 

reduced. This technique increases the tolerance to the in-band crosstalk caused by RB up 

to 10 dB of signal-to-crosstalk ratio. An approach based on the use of line coding and 

proper electrical filtering has been introduced, in which an increased tolerance to the 

signal-to-crosstalk ratio by about 5 dB was achieved [94]. RB mitigation by FWM-

assisted wavelength shifting has been demonstrated and tested in an extended reach PON 

[95]. Full-duplex 10/2.5 Gb/s transmission has been validated over long reach > 50 km 
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and a high tree split of 1:32. In [96], a seeding source which comprised of conventional 

DFB-LD with intentional optical feedback has been proposed for the reduction of RB 

induced power penalty.  

 

2.5 Summary  

 

In this chapter, an overview of WDM-PON technologies has been provided. Section 2.1 

gives the historical background of the development of WDM-PONs.  It demonstrates that 

access network has been developed from traditional copper wire towards PON-based 

FTTH because of the fast-growing demand for higher bandwidth. Even though the TDM-

PON is the most popular PON architectures, WDM-PON is believed to be the ultimate 

solution for higher bandwidth. In section 2.2, the evolution of PONs is introduced, 

including the basic concept of FTTH access networks, the two main architectures of 

PONs, i.e., TDM-PONs and WDM-PONs, and various PON standards. A number of 

advantages of WDM-PON over TDM-PON are discussed. Section 2.3 focuses on the 

main challenges and technologies in the deployment of WDM-PON access networks. The 

recent technologies developed to realize wavelength-independent, so-called colorless, 

architectures are very attractive low-cost solutions for WDM-PONs. The most popular 

colorless architectures in WDM-PONs, such as injection-locking of FP-LDs, wavelength-

seeding of RSOAs and wavelength-reused remodulation schemes, are described and 

compared. Finally in section 2.4, the main impairments in single-fiber bidirectional 

WDM-PONs are described, such as fiber loss, fiber dispersion, intensity noise from BLS 

and colorless ONUs, and RB. Some of the technologies to overcome these impairments 
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are also discussed. As an inevitable factor in optical fibers, it has been shown that it is 

very important to investigate the impact of backreflections on single-fiber bidirectional 

WDM-PONs.   
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CHAPTER 3 INVESTIGATION OF 

BACKREFLECTIONS IN SINGLE-FIBER 

BIDIRECTIONAL WDM-PONs 

 

3.1 Motivation 

 

As discussed in Chapter 2, in a single-fiber loopback optical communication system, 

bidirectional transmission results in beat noises between backreflections and the signal, 

which leads to degradation of the system performance. The backreflections include 

Rayleigh backscattering (RB) from the fundamental properties of the optical fiber as well 

as the Fresnel reflection from the components and the connectors. Recently, a number of 

papers have studied the impact of backreflections on single-fiber loopback access 

networks [97-112] and a few methods to mitigate this detrimental effect have been 

proposed [89-96]. Among those papers, [97-102] investigated the penalties caused by RB 

in a single-fiber bidirectional system. [103-110] analyzed the impact of backreflections 

specifically in WDM-PON access networks, in which the RB effects have been discussed 

in [103-108], and the impact of an external or a discrete reflection has been investigated 

in [104], [108-110]. In [111, 112], the noise due to double RB has been analyzed, which 

is particularly useful in long-haul amplified transmission systems where many amplifiers 

are cascaded.  

 

In [103], the performance of PONs using centralized light sources (CLSs) impaired by 

interferometric noise has been analyzed. The effect of the noise generated by RB was 
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theoretically investigated, taking into account the modulation spectra of high bit rate 

signals. The impact of in-band crosstalk on the system’s performance in wavelength-

locked FP-LD-based WDM-PONs was investigated in [104]. It was shown that the 

wavelength-locked FP-LD injected by using an incoherent BLS is more tolerant to in-

band crosstalk than DFB-LD. In addition, [105] and [106] demonstrated that there is an 

optimum ONU gain to minimize the backreflection impact on the upstream transmission 

in single-fiber WDM-PON access networks. In [105], an intensity noise estimation 

scheme was presented to estimate the impact of RB. It showed that the ONU gain must 

be optimized to maximize the SNR. The optimum ONU gain is dictated by the TLL. In 

addition, other than the TLL, the multiplexer’s position was taken into account as well in 

[106]. It demonstrated that the best crosstalk-to-signal ratio is achieved if the multiplexer 

is placed either in the ONU or OLT vicinity, and the ONU gain has a new optimum value 

depending on the multiplexer’s position. In this case, the optimum ONU gain is decided 

by the TTL as well as the position of the multiplexer. However, in a real-world 

deployment, the position of the multiplexer is usually determined by more practical 

considerations, like the cost, the physical distribution of the customers, etc. The same 

idea was utilized in [107], where the effects of RB in a long-reach RSOA-based WDM-

PON operating at 1.25 Gb/s were investigated. In this network, a remote EDFA was 

assumed to be used at the RN. The penalty induced by RB was evaluated experimentally 

as a function of the EDFA gain for various lengths of drop fibers. It showed that the 

penalty is dependent on the EDFA gain and there is an optimum EDFA gain to minimize 

this penalty. The optimum EDFA gain depends highly on the length of the drop fiber. In 

all of the above papers [103-108], the impact of RB in a single-fiber bidirectional WDM-
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PON access network were discussed. However, all of these analyses are only valid in a 

specific scheme and cannot be applied to all of the WDM-PON configurations with 

colorless ONUs. For instance, [104] applies to injection-locked FP-LD-based WDM-

PONs, and [107] applies to long-reach wavelength-seeded RSOA-based WDM-PONs. As 

shown in Chapter 2, during the development of WDM-PON, various wavelength-

independent ONU candidates, such as FP-LDs and RSOAs, have been applied in the 

network to reduce the costs of operation, administration and maintenance. The light 

source at the OLT, which is performed as the seed light of the ONU, could be different as 

well. Examples are a coherent light source like a DFB-LD, a spectrum-sliced broadband 

ASE source and a filtered MW-LS. Considering the different linewidth of the seed light 

and the chirp effect of the modulator at the ONU, the impairments of RB are different. 

Hence, it is important to take them into account and study the Rayleigh backreflection 

impact using various ONU and OLT configurations. Moreover, as discussed earlier in 

Chapter 2, there has also been significant interest in reutilizing the downstream signal as 

the seed light of colorless ONUs, which is known as the remodulation scheme [19-23], 

[59-63]. This configuration eliminates the need for an extra CW seed light which makes 

it more cost-effective. The remodulation technologies include various coding and 

modulation formats such as NRZ [20-23], inverse return-to-zero (IRZ) [62], Manchester 

coding [63], as well as advanced modulation formats such as DPSK [19], [59-61]. In such 

configurations, the ER of the downstream signal is an extra important parameter needs to 

be considered. None of the above papers has studied the impact of RB in WDM-PONs 

with remodulation scheme.  
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3.2 Principles of backreflections in WDM-PONs 

 

3.2.1 Backreflections I & II 
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Fig. 3.1 Backreflections I and II in single-fiber bidirectional WDM-PON access network 

 

In an actual access network system, reflection points from connectors and splices are 

presented, and RB exists even in a perfect optical fiber. In a single-fiber bidirectional 

WDM-PON access network, the backreflected up/down stream signal beats with its 

counter-propagating one (down/upstream) as both signals have the same wavelength and 

transmits in the same direction resulting in beat noise. Fig. 3.1 illustrates the two 

dominant sources of backreflections in such network system. One is the backreflection of 

the seed light from the OLT (backreflection I), and the other is the remodulated and 

reamplified backreflection of the upstream signal (backreflection II). As shown in Fig. 

3.1, backreflection I transmits toward the OLT and causes the beat noise at the OLT 

receiver as it interferes with the upstream signal. In addition, backreflection II proceeds 
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toward the ONU together with the seed light distributed from the OLT. It is remodulated 

at the ONU and sent back to the OLT, which results in beat noise as well at the OLT 

receiver. Therefore, the upstream signal suffers from SNR degradation due to beat noises 

from the interference with backreflection lights. Other reflections, such as double RB, are 

insignificant so that their impact is ignored. 
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Fig. 3.2 Reducing the impact of backreflection I by signal amplification at ONU [105] 

 

To reduce the beat noise caused by the interference, it has been proposed that the SNR 

degradation due to backreflections can be overcome by signal amplification at the ONU 

[101], [113]. Fig. 3.2 shows how this technique offsets the backreflection I and therefore 

reduces the impact of the beat noise. The vertical and horizontal axes (both are in decibel 

units) depict the upstream signal’s relative optical power and its total transmission 

distance, respectively. As shown in the figure, since the signal power decreases with the 
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transmission distance, a relatively large signal to backreflection I power ratio cannot be 

achieved without signal amplification at the ONU. On the other hand, when there is 

signal amplification at the ONU, SNR can be improved as the signal power is increased 

against a constant backreflection I power. In this case, if only considering the impact of 

backreflection I, the higher the ONU gain the more improvement of SNR. However, in 

addition to backreflection I, the second type of backreflection, which is backreflection II, 

increases in proportion to the square of the ONU gain due to its double pass through the 

ONU.  Hence, backreflection II has to be taken into account for the evaluation of the 

system performance.  

 

Figure 3.3 illustrates the relationship between the intensity noise due to backreflections I, 

II and the ONU gain. In the figure, the vertical axis is the ratio of the backreflection 

power and the upstream signal power, while the horizontal axis is the ONU gain. We 

could consider the curves as the relative noise-to-signal ratio, in which case, the lower the 

better. The dotted curve shows that this ratio of backreflection I decreases linearly with 

the ONU gain because the power of backreflection I is independent of the ONU gain 

while that of the upstream signal increases linearly with the ONU gain. In contrast, the 

dashed curve shows that the ratio of backreflection II power and the upstream signal 

power increases linearly with the ONU gain as the power of backreflection II is 

proportional to the square of the ONU gain. As a result, the total noise-to-signal ratio, 

which is the combination of the dotted and dashed curves, is the solid curve. It is clearly 

shown that the noise due to backreflection I is dominant at low ONU gain. However, the 

impact of backreflection II exceeds that of backreflection I when the ONU gain is high. 
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Therefore, the optimum ONU gain is realized when the minimal total noise-to-signal 

ratio is achieved.   
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Fig. 3.3 Influence of ONU gain on SNR 

 

3.2.2 Power penalty and optimum ONU gain 

 

As discussed earlier, when both of backreflections I and II are taken into account, there is 

an optimum ONU gain to maximize SNR. In order to determine the value of the optimum 

ONU gain, the beat noises and power penalty caused by backreflections I and II needs to 

be calculated. In [105], by calculating the electrical field of the upstream signal and 

backreflection lights, and the relative intensity noise (RIN) on mark signals, the optimum 

ONU gain is derived by  

 

  5.1TLLdBG                                                      (3.1) 
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However, there are other parameters that can not be ignored and need to be considered in 

the calculation. It is known that in fiber-optic transmission systems, the interference 

provides a mechanism for translation of laser phase fluctuations into receiver 

photocurrent fluctuations. As a result, the phase noise is converted to intensity noise 

through interference. In particular, the laser linewidth represents the laser phase 

fluctuations and is determined by the magnitude of the phase noise. Therefore, the 

interference of signals with different linewidths will cause different beat noise. In a 

single-fiber bidirectional WDM-PON access network, various seed lights from the OLT 

as well as different modulators at the ONU could be applied. Therefore, the interference 

between the signal and the corresponding backreflected signals is highly dependent on 

the linewidths of the beating signals and varies for different WDM-PON configurations. 

In addition, in most practical access networks, the modulator at the ONU is a chirped 

device so that the correlation between the seed light and the upstream signal is destroyed, 

which means that the seed light and the upstream signal are independent. Examples 

would be when a downstream signal is used for injection locking of a FP-LD, a VCESL 

or for seeding of a chirped RSOA at the ONU. 

 

Therefore we present a general formulation for the impact of backreflections in WDM-

PON access network, which includes the parameters mentioned above. The formulas 

were developed by another member in our group. In our analysis, both kinds of 

backreflections (backreflection I and II) are taken into account. Other reflections, such as 

double RB, are assumed insignificant. All backreflections are assumed to have the same 

polarization state as the upstream signal, which is the worst case as it results in maximum 

beat noise. If the polarization state of reflection is random, the beat noise will be half of 
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our presented results. The phase noise of the light source is considered to be a random 

variable with Gaussian probability distribution function [114]. In this derivation, we use 

integrals to represent continuous distributed reflection such as RB. However, the results 

are still valid as long as there are a large number of discrete reflection points. By 

calculating the electrical field of the upstream signal and that of the beat noises from 

backreflections I and II, the total optical power at the OLT receiver is derived. The power 

spectral density (PSD) could be obtained through Fourier transform of the autocorrelation 

of the photocurrent. As the photocurrent is in proportion to the optical power, the optical 

power’s autocorrelation is calculated directly to obtain PSD. Hence, the RIN, which is the 

normalized PSD of the photocurrent relative to the signal, could be derived. Only the RIN 

at “one” state of the upstream needs to be calculated since the beat noise happens only at 

the “one” state. The detailed calculation process can be found in [115]. The following 

Equations (3.2) and (3.3) depict the distribution of RIN with the frequency f .  
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           (3.3)   

 

where dnRIN  and unRIN  are RIN from backreflection I and II, respectively, g  is the 

ONU gain which includes the component loss,   is the fiber attenuation, L  is the fiber 

length, R  is the reflection per unit length and is related to the ORL of the fiber by 

 LeORLR  21/2  , avgd _  is the average linewidth of the upstream signal and 
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backreflection I, avgu _  is the average linewidth of the upstream signal and 

backreflection II, 0d  is the difference between the center frequency of the upstream 

and that of backreflection I, 0u  is the difference between the center frequency of the 

upstream signal and that of backreflection II.  

 

These expressions include the impact of the light source linewidth   and the 

modulation bandwidth. The impact of the receiver bandwidth on the RIN is obtained by 

integrating the RIN with respect to frequency f  over the frequency bandwidth of the 

receiver. Considering the RIN at “1” state of upstream data modulation, the power 

penalty, which results from the beat noises between the backreflections and the upstream 

signal, can be given by 

 

  bwfrQ 22

10 1log10                                                 (3.4) 

 

where Q  is the Q  factor that represents the quality of the data transmission, bwf  is the 

receiver bandwidth and   bwfr 2
 is the total RIN within this bandwidth. By differentiating 

in Eq. (3.4), the optimum ONU gain is obtained and can be shown as Eq. (3.5): 
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According to Eqs. (3.4) and (3.5), the RIN, power penalty and the optimum ONU gain 

are all related to the average linewidths of the upstream signal and backreflection I or II. 

For the ideal case, when the linewidth of the seed light is identical to that of the upstream 

signal, the optimum ONU gain formula can be simplified as 

 

  5.1TLLdBG                                                    (3.6) 

 

Compared with Eq. (3.1), this result is the same once the 3-dB modulation loss at the 

ONU is included. It tells us when the linewidth of the seed light and that of the upstream 

signal is the same, the optimum ONU gain depends only on the TLL between the OLT 

and the ONU. However, in practice, the colorless ONUs always have an impact on the 

linewidth of the seed light. For example, direct modulation of an RSOA results in chirp 

and broadens the linewidth. When the seed light is used for injection locking of a FP-LD, 

the linewidth of the upstream signal is impacted as well and is not equal to that of the 

seed light. In all of these practical access networks, the power penalty due to beat noises 

from backreflections and the optimum ONU gain are determined by equations (3.4) and 

(3.5). Based on the equations, in addition to the TLL, the parameters such as the 

linewidth, the modulation bandwidth and the receiver bandwidth all have an impact.  

 

3.3 Experimental results 

 

The above discussions allow us to analyze the system impairment due to beat noises 

between backreflections and the upstream signal in single-fiber bidirectional WDM-PON 

access networks. We have shown theoretically that the RIN, the power penalty and the 
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optimum ONU gain that minimizes this penalty is not only determined by the TLL as 

previously reported in [105], but is also dependent on the linewidth of the seed light, the 

chirp effect at the ONU as well as the receiver bandwidth. In order to confirm our 

theoretical analysis, different types of light sources at the OLT and various wavelength-

independent ONU configurations are investigated. 

 

3.3.1 Experimental setup  

 

As discussed earlier, in a single-fiber bidirectional WDM-PON system, there are two 

dominant sources of backreflections which beat with the upstream signal resulting in the 

system penalty. To investigate the impact of these backreflections, I set up a WDM-PON 

system, which is shown in Fig. 3.4. The OLT is composed of a light source, an optical 

receiver, a bit error rate test set (BERT) and two variable optical attenuators (VOAs). The 

light source is either a DFB-LD, a spectrum-sliced ASE source or a filtered MW-LS. 

Either a CW or modulated output signal of the light source is used as the seed light 

proceeds toward the ONU. Attenuator 1 is used to change the seed light power to the 

ONU while attenuator 2 is for measuring the power penalty after introducing the 

backreflections. The ONU includes a transmitter, an EDFA, a VOA and a circulator. The 

transmitter is a FP-LD or a RSOA and is directly modulated by a 2
23

-1 NRZ 

pseudorandom bit sequence (PRBS). Since the FP-LD is very polarization sensitive, a 

polarization controller is inserted between the circulator and the transmitter when the FP-

LD is used as the transmitter. The ONU gain is altered by tuning the EDFA and the VOA 

at the ONU. The rest of the system is the transmission line, which consists of 3 dB 
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couplers, VOAs, circulators, 1x8 couplers, and optical delay lines (ODLs). The ODLs are 

composed of eight SMFs with different length.  

 

 

Fig. 3.4 Schematic of the experimental setup 

 

In this experimental setup, both backreflection I and backreflection II are simulated at the 

same time by only one set of delay fibers (1–8 km), as shown in Fig. 3.4. Since these 

delay fibers vary in length (i.e., they have different delay times), they could represent the 

discrete reflection points in the transmission line, which approximately simulates the 

continuous distributed reflection such as RB. Eight ODLs are found to be sufficient to 

well represent RB in this setup. The path of backreflection I is as follows: the output light 

from the OLT goes to port 1 of circulator 2 through the 3 dB coupler 1; then it is delayed 

by the ODLs and goes back to the OLT after circulator 3, coupler 2 and coupler 1. 

Backreflection II goes the opposite direction to backreflection I through the ODLs. It 

starts from 3 dB coupler 2 and then arrives at port 1 of circulator 3. After being delayed, 
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it goes back to the ONU, and then it is remodulated, reamplified and sent back to the 

OLT. The transmission line is composed of coupler 1, coupler 2 and attenuator 3. 

Therefore, the TLL could be changed by attenuator 3. Attenuators 4 and 5 are in charge 

of adjusting backreflection I and II, respectively. The ORL is defined as the logarithmic 

ratio of the total returning received power to the incident power at the source. As in a real 

single-fiber bidirectional PON system, the ORL of the OLT and the ONU are the same, it 

is important to verify that this condition is satisfied. In the experimental setup, the ORLs 

are measured at the outputs of the OLT and the ONU, respectively. The ORL of the OLT 

is measured to be the optical power ratio of the returning signal after the ODLs and the 

signal output of the OLT. The ORL of the ONU is measured the same way at the output 

of the ONU. When measuring the ORL at the OLT side, the transmitter of the ONU is not 

operational. The same condition applies to the measurement of the ORL at the ONU side. 

The power penalty is measured at the OLT receiver to characterize the impact of the beat 

noise. Only the beat noise between the backreflections and the upstream signal is 

investigated, and the degradation of the downstream signal caused by backreflections is 

not included in this thesis. Because of the eight reflection points used in the experimental 

setup, the state of polarizations of each backreflection light becomes completely random, 

which results that the backreflection penalty measured is 3 dB lower compared to the 

worst case. The BERT is used to monitor the Q factor during the measurement. It should 

be noted that all power penalty results are measured at Q=6. In addition, a TLL of 7 dB, 

ORL of -30 dB and receiver bandwidth of 155 MHz are used in the experiment unless 

stated otherwise. As the system works at low bit rate, the fiber dispersion and intensity 

noise from the BLS do not have much impact on its performance as discussed in section 
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2.4, while the penalty from RB is the main factor that plays a role. By operating the 

system with the backreflection setup enabled or disabled, all the results going to be 

shown below only reflect the impairment from RB.    

 

3.3.2 Characteristics of system components   

 

In my experimental setup, various seed lights are implemented at the OLT, which is the 

CW light out of a DFB-LD, a spectrum-sliced ASE source or a filtered MW-LS. In 

addition, in the WDM-PON system with remodulation scheme, a LiNbO3 modulator is 

utilized after the light source to modulate the downstream signal. At the ONU, either a 

RSOA or a FP-LD is used as the modulator for the upstream signal. In this section, I will 

give a brief overview of the characteristics of these essential components.  

 

The DFB-LD in the experiment is a 4245 tunable laser transmitter from JDS Uniphase 

Corporation [116]. The evaluation board with DC, Clock and Data inputs can be 

connected to the computer through the serial cable to be able to control the laser module. 

This module has 90 ITU channels at 50 GHz spacing, ranging from 1528 nm to 1563 nm. 

The laser module has an integrated electro-absorption modulator (EAM) and SOA. It also 

incorporates an integral wavelength locker. The laser module could be operated either as 

a CW light (w/o applying Clock and Data inputs) or as a transmitter which can be 

modulated up to 2.5 Gb/s data rate.   

 

For the spectrum-sliced ASE source and the filtered MW-LS, a band pass filter is 

required to select the wavelength or the optical channel. The VCF100 series voltage-

controlled optical filter used is from JDS Uniphase Corporation [117]. This filter is a 100 
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GHz tunable C-band band pass filter, in which the center wavelength selection is 

precisely tuned using a stepper motor driven by an external integrated circuit driver. The 

filter module is compact in size and can easily be mounted on a printed circuit board. The 

transmission spectrum of the filter is optimized for low insertion loss, high rejection, and 

low chromatic dispersion. The MW-LS has 16 channels with 50 GHz spacing. As a result, 

the 100 GHz optical filter is not sufficient to be able to select one channel. An interleaver 

is used between the MW-LS and the optical filter to act as the first stage filter. The 

following spectrums in Fig. 3.5 show how one channel is selected from the MW-LS as 

the seed light. The dashed curve is the free-running spectrum of the MW-LS. The solid 

one is the spectrum of the MW-LS after the interleaver, where we can see that the 

interleaver intends to remove half of its channels. After the 100 GHz optical filter, a 

pretty good single-channel seed light is achieved, shown as the dotted curve.  

 

 

Fig. 3.5 Spectrums of the seed light selection from the MW-LS 
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Furthermore, in order to have the ability to control the ER of the downstream signal in 

the WDM-PON with remodulation scheme, a LiNbO3 electro-optic modulator (EOM) is 

utilized with the DFB-LD to generate the downstream signal instead of direct modulation 

by its own integrated modulator. The modulator is the 2.5 Gb/s bias-ready modulator 

from JDS Uniphase Corporation [118]. By applying the bias control circuit, the 

modulation depth and the bit rate can be changed. The detailed performance of modulated 

downstream signal from this modulator can be found in section 3.3.4. 

 

The RSOA used in my experiment is from Amphotonix Ltd., which is packaged in the 

industry standard, low-cost, single mode fiber pigtailed TO-can. It comes with the 

evaluation board which has access to control the RSOA’s current and temperature [119]. 

The RSOA is offered with a range of gains and output powers and has low polarization-

dependent gain as well as low noise figure, which is suitable for use as a directly 

modulated colorless source in WDM-PON applications at up to 1.25 Gb/s. Fig. 3.6 shows 

the tested gain characteristics of the RSOA. Fig. 3.6 (a) is the tested gain as a function of 

the output power at current of 60 mA and 80mA. The RSOA is operated at 60 mA in the 

experiment, which gives us ~ 12 dB gain out of the RSOA. Fig. 3.6 (b) shows the 

wavelength-dependent gain by comparing the gain at 1530 nm with that at 1550 nm as a 

function of the current. We could see that in the current range of 45-80 mA, the 

difference of gain due to the wavelength is within 0.2 dB. In this experiment, the 

wavelength of the seed lights for the RSOA is set at 1548.2 nm, the injected power is -15 

dBm and the operating current of the RSOA is 60 mA. Under these conditions, the 

polarization-dependent gain of the RSOA is found to be smaller than 0.1 dB. 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

Fig. 3.6 Gain characteristics of RSOA 

 

As another modulator at the ONU, the FP-LD used in the experiment is packaged in TO-

can as well. This product is from Optoway Technology Inc. [120]. As a semiconductor 

laser, FP-LDs are very sensitive to temperature change. Therefore, the wavelengths 

would shift under unstable temperature condition. To make sure that the FP-LD is able to 
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maintain stable injection-locking, temperature control is very important. As a compact 

and easy-to-use device, FP-LD small form-factor pluggable (SFP) is a normal device in 

the market. However, due to the lack of ability to control the temperature, it is found to 

be difficult to use in the experiment. The TO-can packaged FP-LD is soldered on the 

same evaluation board as the RSOA’s, which allows us to precisely control its 

temperature as well as the driving current. At the same time, we could apply the upstream 

data to the RF port of the evaluation board to modulate the FP-LD. Moreover, the FP-LD 

used in the experiment is found to be very sensitive to the polarization state of the 

injected seed light. A polarization controller is used at the input of the FP-LD to make 

sure a steadily well locked upstream signal.    

 

3.3.3 Experimental results in WDM-PON with CW seed light  

 

In this section, a single-fiber bidirectional WDM-PON access network with colorless 

ONUs is implemented. In this network, a CW light from the OLT is injected to the ONU 

as the seed light, which is modulated and amplified at the ONU and sent back to the OLT 

as the upstream signal. The modulated downstream signal has a different wavelength 

from the seed light and is sent to the user side separately. As a result, the upstream signal 

beats with the backreflections of the CW seed light other than the downstream itself, 

which allows us to ignore the downstream signal in the following discussion.  

 

As depicted in Fig. 3.4, several candidates have been used in the setup as the seed light at 

the OLT. In addition, various transmitters are implemented at the ONU. The seed light 

could be a DFB-LD, a spectrum-sliced ASE source or a filtered MW-LS. Since these 
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light sources have different linewidths, the different beat noise effects for various WDM-

PON schemes could be investigated. The transmitter at the ONU could be a RSOA or a 

FP-LD, which could demonstrate the different impact on the linewidth change of the seed 

light at the ONU. The transmitter is directly modulated by a 2
23

-1 PRBS at a 155 Mb/s bit 

rate. 

 

3.3.3.1 Impact of backreflections on RSOA-based WDM-PON 
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Fig. 3.7 Spectrum of total RIN at mark level for three cases: DFB –LD, ASE and MW- 

LS injection 

 

In this scheme, a RSOA is used at the ONU as the modulator for the upstream signal. At 

the OLT, three different light sources are utilized as the seed light, which is a DFB-LD, 

or a spectrum-sliced ASE source or a filtered MW-LS. The linewidths of these sources 

are 25 MHz, 60 GHz and 100 Hz, respectively. The linewidths of the upstreams, which 

include the RSOA chirp effect, are 65 MHz, 60 GHz and 52 MHz, correspondingly. In 
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the experiment, the linewidths are measured using a HP 8568A spectrum analyzer, an HP 

11980A fiber-optic interferometer and a 1.25 GHz bandwidth receiver. The linewidth of 

the spectrum-sliced ASE source is determined by the optical filter bandwidth.  

 

Figure 3.7 shows the relationship of the total RIN with the frequency at the mark level for 

these three cases. The total RIN is measured at the OLT receiver. All results are 

measured at a TLL of 7 dB, an ORL of -30 dB and a net gain of 8 dB. It can be seen that 

the broader the linewidth of the seed light, the flatter the RIN distribution with frequency 

and the smaller its value at low frequencies. Hence, when operating the upstream signal 

at 155 Mb/s, the broader the injection seed light linewidth, the lower the power penalty it 

gives, under the condition that other system parameters are comparable.  
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Fig. 3.8 Power penalty as a function of the ONU gain for different injection sources at 

OLT (a) all (b) ASE 

 

Figure 3.8 depicts the power penalty as a function of the ONU gain for each case. The 

scattered symbols are measured results, while the smooth lines are simulation ones as a 
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comparison (the same elsewhere). In Fig. 3.8 (a), all three cases with identical ONU 

(RSOA) but different seed lights are displayed. To show the ASE injection case more 

clearly, it is drawn in Fig. 3.8 (b). It is shown that the optimum ONU gain is 8.5 dB for 

an ASE-injected RSOA, while it shifts to 8.7 dB and 8.76 dB for the DFB-LD and MW-

LS cases, respectively. When the RSOA is injected by the ASE source, the linewidths of 

the seed light and the upstream signal are almost the same and the optimum ONU gain 

depends only on the TLL. As for the DFB-LD case, the RSOA chirp effect makes a 

difference between the linewidths of the seed light and the upstream signal (25-65 MHz), 

which increases the optimum gain. In the MW-LS injection case, the linewidth of the 

MW-LS is very narrow compared with the upstream. Hence, the average linewidth of the 

upstream signal and the seed light is half the upstream one. In this case, the linewidth 

impact shifts the optimum gain as well. Since the linewidth of the ASE source is quite 

broad, the power penalty is very small so that I use ORL=-28 dB and a 2.5 GHz receiver 

bandwidth for the ASE case, while ORL=-30 dB and a 155 MHz bandwidth are used in 

the other two cases. However, the power penalty from the ASE injection signal is still 

negligible even though higher ORL and receiver bandwidth are used compared to the 

other two cases. The minimum power penalty of the DFB-LD and MW-LS cases are ~2 

dB and ~2.7 dB, respectively, while that of the ASE case is only ~0.03 dB. The 

experimental results agree well with our theoretical model. It should be noted that a high 

ORL value results in a larger power penalty but does not change the position of the 

optimum ONU gain. The optimum gain depends on the receiver bandwidth based on Eq. 

(3.5). However, this dependency disappears when the linewidths of the seed light and the 

upstream signal are the same, which is almost the case for ASE injection. As a result, 
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even though a higher ORL value and a higher bandwidth receiver are used for ASE 

injection, the optimum gain for ASE can still be compared to the other two cases. 

 

To verify the effect of the ORL, the variation of power penalty with the ONU gain for 

various ORLs is plotted in Fig. 3.9. The results are for ORLs of -32, -31 and -30 dB. As 

expected, a high ORL gives higher penalty, but the optimum ONU gain remains the same. 

The experimental results are consistent with the simulation ones.  
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Fig. 3.9 Power penalty versus ONU gain at various ORLs 

 

As previously mentioned, the receiver bandwidth also plays a significant role when the 

linewidths of the seed light and the upstream signal are different. To investigate the effect 

of the receiver bandwidth, two different bandwidth receivers, 155 MHz and 2.5 GHz, are 

used at the OLT. A DFB-LD is used to inject the RSOA of the ONU. Based on the fact 

that a larger receiver bandwidth collects more noise, we know that a higher bandwidth 

receiver gives a higher power penalty. Moreover, for specific linewidths of the seed light 

and the upstream signal, a higher receiver bandwidth leads to a lower optimum ONU gain 
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as well. The power penalties for different receivers are illustrated in Fig. 3.10. At the 

optimal ONU gain, the 2.5 GHz receiver results in an increase in the power penalty by 

~0.8 dB compared to that of the 155 MHz receiver, and the penalty increases even more 

at other ONU gains. The optimum ONU gain for the 2.5 GHz receiver case is 8.5 dB, 

while it is 8.7 dB for the 155 MHz receiver case. As can be seen from the figure, the 

experimental results agree well with the simulation ones. Hence, for a given WDM-PON 

configuration, if we use different data rates for the upstream, which requires a different 

bandwidth receiver at the OLT, the ONU gain needs to be tuned to obtain the minimum 

power penalty. 
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Fig. 3.10 Power penalty as a function of the ONU gain for different receiver bandwidths 

 

In this section, I have shown that in a CW-seeded RSOA-based PON system, when a 

broad linewidth light is used as the seed light, low power penalty and low optimum ONU 

gain are achieved. The low power penalty is due to the low RIN of a large linewidth 

source, while the low optimum ONU gain results from the relatively small chirp effect at 
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the ONU. Additionally, the effects of the ORL and the receiver bandwidth on the 

optimum ONU gain are also investigated. Higher bandwidth detectors give higher power 

penalty as well as lower optimum ONU gain. 

 

3.3.3.2 Impact of backreflections on FP-LD-based WDM-PON       

 

When an injection seed light at the OLT is used to lock the FP-LD at the ONU, a single 

mode approximation can be used and the dynamic characteristics of an injection-locked 

FP-LD are described by rate equations that account for the injection power effect on 

carrier density. The frequency chirp and dynamic behavior of the injection-locked FP-LD 

strongly depends on the injected power, detuning and the ER [121]. In this section, I use 

a CW signal from the DFB-LD as the seed light and investigate the impact of different 

injected powers. 

 

Figure 3.11 shows the optical spectra of the upstream signal. The injection powers are -3 

dBm and 0 dBm, respectively. The free-running optical power of the FP-LD is 3 dBm. As 

the injection ratio is defined as the optical power ratio of the injection one and the free-

running one, the injection ratios of -6 dB and -3 dB are achieved, respectively, which 

ensures a stable injection locking of the FP-LD [122]. The inset is the spectrum 

comparison of the two peak modes. We can see that when the injected power is higher, 

the SMSR is higher and the spectrum is narrower. The SMSR is 36.6 dB under the 

condition that the injected power is -3 dBm, while it is 39.2 dB when the injected power 

increases to 0 dBm. 
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(b) 

Fig. 3.11 FP-LD spectrums after injection (a) -3 dBm injected power (b) 0 dBm injected 

power 

 

Figure 3.12 is the result of power penalty measurement of these two situations. The 

experimental results match with the ones from our theoretical model. Even though the 

same linewidth light is injected, both the power penalty and the optimum ONU gain are 

different because of the difference in the upstream linewidth. This difference can be 

expected from the shape of the spectrum and the SMSR difference. Under operating 

conditions, the FP-LD linewidths corresponding to -3 dBm and 0 dBm injection powers 

are 200 MHz and 111 MHz and the optimum ONU gains are 9.3 and 8.9, respectively. 

We can see that even if the same DFB-LD is used to injection-lock the FP-LD at the 

ONU, the optimum ONU gain position is not the same and a ~0.6 dB power penalty 
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difference at the optimum ONU gain is obtained due to the different injection power. To 

realize a lower beat noise penalty caused by backreflections, a lower injection power is 

preferred. 
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Fig. 3.12 Power penalty versus ONU gain for -3 dBm and 0 dBm injection powers to the 

FP-LD 

 

3.3.3.3 Comparison of impact of backreflections on RSOA- and FP-LD-based 

WDM-PON    

 

In the previous discussion, I analyzed the performance of the system when changing the 

seed light while keeping the ONU side identical. Both RSOA- and FP-LD-based ONUs 

were investigated. Now I look into the results of using the same seed light but different 

ONU configurations. The CW output of the DFB-LD is used as the seed light and the 

results of RSOA and FP-LD are compared in Fig. 3.13. For the FP-LD case, -3 dBm 

injection power is used. Since the linewidth of the upstream signal for FP-LD is broader 

than that for RSOA (i.e., 200 MHz versus 65 MHz), a higher optimum ONU gain and 
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lower power penalty are obtained for the former case. The optimum ONU gain for the 

RSOA is 8.7 dB and the minimum power penalty is ~2 dB, while for the FP-LD case, the 

optimum ONU gain is 9.3 dB and the power penalty decreases to ~1.2 dB. Hence, when 

the ONU is seeded by the same injection signal, broader upstream linewidth gives lower 

power penalty but higher optimum ONU gain. 
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Fig. 3.13 Power penalty as a function of ONU gain for identical OLT and different ONUs 

 

3.3.4 Experimental results in WDM-PON with remodulation scheme  

 

3.3.4.1 Evaluation of WDM-PON’s performance with remodulation scheme 

 

As discussed earlier, a more effective way to realize colorless ONUs is to use the 

downstream signal itself as the seed light. In such scheme, the optical signal modulated 

with downstream data is reused to carry the upstream data. Recently, several 

remodulation architectures have been proposed [19-23], [59-63]. In all of these 

configurations, using NRZ coding for both downstream and upstream data is the simplest 
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technique because there is no need to setup the more complicated components for other 

modulation formats. A few publications have demonstrated that by operating the RSOA 

in its gain-saturation region, the downstream data included in the upstream data can be 

suppressed through the amplitude squeezing effect [20-23]. The most important thing to 

consider in such schemes is that whether or not the downstream data can be sufficiently 

suppressed at the ONU since the unremoved downstream data is part of the intensity 

noise for the detected upstream signal. I utilize this technology to investigate the 

backreflection impact in WDM-PON access network with remodulation scheme. In the 

experiment, the downstream signal is generated by externally modulating the DFB-LD 

through an EOM at the OLT. The downstream signal, which is also served as the seed 

light, is then remodulated at the ONU to generate the upstream signal.  

 

 

Fig. 3.14 Simplified WDM-PON with remodulation scheme 

 

To evaluate the performance of my system using remodulation technology, I setup a 

simplified system which does not include the backreflection setup as shown in Fig. 3.14. 

The DFB-LD is connected to a polarization controller to adjust the light’s axis to align 

with the EOM. The attenuator is to change the injected power to the RSOA. The single 

BERT is used to apply downstream and upstream data at the same time, i.e., the two data 
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outputs (data output and its complementary output) of the BERT are supplied to the EOM 

and the RSOA, respectively. The data for the downstream is added to the EOM through a 

modulator driver, which is an electrical amplifier. A 2 volts peak-to-peak data is added 

directly to the RSOA to generate the upstream signal. The bit rate of the downstream 

signal and that of the upstream signal are both 622 Mb/s with complementary data inputs, 

respectively.   The RSOA is operated at current of 60 mA. After the remodulation process, 

the upstream signal is observed at port 3 of the circulator by a digital communication 

analyzer (DCA).   
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Fig. 3.15 EOM response test curve 

 

The EOM used in the experiment is a 2.5 Gb/s bias-ready optical modulator. The tested 

response curve of the EOM is shown in Fig. 3.15. The two peaks in the curve are at 0.9 V 

and 8.1 V, respectively. According to the curve, if we want the modulated eye as open as 

possible, the optimum operation range of the EOM is around 4.5 V.  
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The gain characteristics of the RSOA are tested and demonstrated in Fig. 3.16. The curve 

is tested under the condition that the wavelength of the seed light is 1550 nm and the 

operating current of RSOA is 60 mA. From the figure, we can see that the small signal 

gain of the RSOA is around 12.5 dB. If the saturation gain is defined as when the gain 

decreases to 3 dB less than that of the small signal gain, then the saturation input power 

of the RSOA is around -10 dBm. In the gain-saturation region, as the injection power into 

RSOA increases, the optical gain of RSOA decreases. As the injection power at “0” level 

of downstream is lower than that at “1” level, the gain difference between “0” and “1” 

levels results in suppression of the ER. 

 

 

Fig. 3.16 RSOA gain versus input optical power 

 

In the experiment, bias voltage and data of the EOM are tuned to change the ER of the 

downstream signal. The quality of the upstream signal is then observed on the DCA. For 

example, when the ERs of the downstream signals are 2.2 dB, 3.1 dB, and 5.0 dB, the eye 

diagrams of the upstream signals are shown in Fig. 3.17. We can see that when 
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downstream ER=5.0 dB, there are clearly two sets of eyes in the upstream signal. That is 

because the downstream data could not be suppressed well so that one set of eye is 

modulated on the “1” level of the downstream data while the other set of eye is 

modulated on the “0” level of the downstream data. In this case, the upstream is too 

“noisy” to be considered for a good upstream signal. From the eye diagrams, we can see 

there are abnormal “wing” shape noises on both “1” level and “0” level. As the 

downstream ER increases, that noise becomes bigger. This is due to the response at the 

reflected facet of the RSOA. Since the same BERT is supplying data to both downstream 

and upstream modulators, when detecting the upstream signal at the DCA, not only is the 

upstream signal synchronized, the downstream signal is also synchronized which appears 

to be that noise.   

 

 

               (a) ER=2.2 dB                      (b) ER=3.1 dB                         (c) ER=5.0 dB   

Fig. 3.17 Eye diagrams of upstream signal with various downstream ER 

 

To overcome this disadvantage, I setup a similar system by supplying the upstream data 

with a pattern generator other than the BERT. The BERT is only used for the downstream 

data. In this case, the downstream and upstream signals are with different clock 

information and they could be operated with different bit rate as well. The RSOA is still 

modulated at 622 Mb/s as the upstream signal. The downstream EOM is modulated at 

1.25 Gb/s, 622 Mb/s and 155 Mb/s, respectively. The ER of the downstream data is 2.65 
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dB. The eye diagrams of the upstream signal are shown in Fig. 3.18. The figure 

demonstrates that the lower the downstream signal bit rate, the less noise reflected on the 

upstream signal.  

 

 

      (a) bit rate=1.25 Gb/s              (b) bit rate=622 Mb/s              (c) bit rate=155 Mb/s 

Fig. 3.18 Eye diagrams of upstream signal with different downstream signal bit rate 

 

Then I setup the backreflection test bed as shown in Fig. 3.4 with the remodulation 

scheme. The ER of the downstream signal is set to 2.2 dB to suppress the residual 

downstream data components so that the remodulation noise induced to the upstream 

signal is mitigated [123]. Such low ER could reduce the downstream signal quality and 

limit the power budget. However, to compare with the previous results, in which the on–

off keying (OOK) modulation is used for the upstream signal, the same modulation 

method is selected for the downstream signal in the remodulation scheme. As a result, 

this low ER is a straightforward approach to realize the remodulation scheme and to be 

able to evaluate the impact of the backreflections on the upstream signal. Under operation 

conditions, the linewidth of the downstream signal is 35 MHz. At the ONU, the 

downstream signal is remodulated through the data added on the RSOA or the FP-LD. 
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3.3.4.2 Impact of backreflections on RSOA-based WDM-PON with 

remodulation scheme  

 

Figure 3.19 includes both the experimental and simulation results for the RSOA-based 

WDM-PON setup. It can be seen that the experimental results agree well with the 

simulations ones. The linewidth of the remodulated RSOA upstream is 80 MHz. The 

results for TLLs of 7 dB and 9 dB are compared. A 2 dB difference of the optimum ONU 

gain is observable in the figure. In addition, the smallest power penalty of the 9 dB TLL 

case is ~1.6 dB higher than that of the 7 dB TLL case. Away from the optimum ONU 

gain point, the sharper slopes result in a faster increase of the power penalty compared to 

the 7 dB TLL case. 
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Fig. 3.19 Power penalty as a function of ONU gain for different TLLs 
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3.3.4.3 Impact of backreflections on FP-LD-based WDM-PON with 

remodulation scheme 

 

The same downstream signal from the DFB-LD is injected into the ONU to lock the FP-

LD. Similar to the CW injection case, I compare the results from different injected 

powers in Fig. 3.20. The same injected power of 0 dBm and -3 dBm are used in the 

experiment. Since the seed light is a modulated one, which has a broader linewidth, a 

lower SMSR and broader upstream linewidth are obtained compared to the CW case 

under the condition that the injection power is the same. The SMSR becomes 38.5 dB 

when the injection power is 0 dBm, while that of the 3 dB lower injection power case 

becomes 34.9 dB. The upstream linewidths are measured to be 130 MHz and 248 MHz, 

respectively. With a higher injection power, I obtain ~0.5 dB power penalty difference as 

well as a 0.4 dB lower optimum ONU gain. The experimental results agree well with the 

simulation ones.  
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Fig. 3.20 Power penalty versus ONU gain for -3 dBm and 0 dBm injection powers to the 

FP-LD 
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Fig. 3.21 Measured eye diagrams at different ONU gains (a) G=5 dB (b) G=9 dB (c) 

G=14 dB 

 

As an example, when a -3 dBm power of the modulated DFB-LD signal is injected into 

the ONU to lock the FP-LD, several measured eye diagrams with regard to different 

ONU gains 5, 9 and 14 are shown in Fig. 3.21. The quality of the eyes can be 

distinguished very easily. The ONU gain of 9 dB achieves the best performance based on 

these three eye diagrams. 

 

3.3.4.4 Comparison of impact of backreflections on WDM-PON with CW seed 

light and remodulation scheme  

 

 

Using the same 1.25 Gb/s downstream signal out of the DFB-LD, the beat noise 

impairments of both RSOA- and FP-LD-based ONUs are investigated. The results are 

shown in Fig. 3.22. The optimum ONU gains are ~8.7 dB and ~9.4 dB for the system 

with a RSOA and a FP-LD, respectively. The smallest power penalty of the FP-LD setup 

is ~0.9 dB lower than that of the RSOA one. In this comparison, a -3 dBm power is 

injected into the FP-LD and the SMSR is 34.9 dB. 
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Fig. 3.22 Power penalty as a function of ONU gain for identical OLT and different ONUs 

 

Table 3.1 Linewidth measurement results 

OLT ONU

CW DFB-LD

Modulated DFB-LD

25 MHz

35 MHz

RSOA 65 MHz

FP-LD 111 MHz

RSOA 80 MHz

130 MHzFP-LD
 

 

Now I compare the results of CW and downstream signal injection for both the RSOA 

and FP-LD at the ONU. The injection power to the FP-LD is 0 dBm. In both parts of Fig. 

3.23, TLL=9 dB, ORL=-30 dB and the receiver bandwidth is 155 MHz. The linewidths 

under all four different conditions are shown in Table 3.1. It can be seen that when the 

downstream signal is injected into the ONU, lower beat noise penalty is achieved because 

of the broader linewidth of downstream as well as that of the upstream. This lower 

penalty is more obvious in the RSOA case because the seeded RSOA linewidth is 
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narrower than that of the FP-LD. The experimental results in both figures agree very well 

with the simulations ones. Hence, from the backreflection penalty point of view, the 

systems use DFB-LD as the seed light with the remodulation technique have more 

tolerance compared to the usual CW injection ones.  
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Fig. 3.23 Power penalty comparison between CW and modulated signal injection 

3.4 Summary and discussion 

 

In conclusion, I have measured the RIN, the power penalty due to the beat noises 

between backreflections I and II and the upstream signal in a single-fiber bidirectional 

WDM-PON, using various light sources at the OLT to remodulate or lock the 

wavelength-independent devices, such as a RSOA or a FP-LD, at the ONU. The 

dependence of the power penalty on the source linewidths, receiver bandwidth, ONU 

gain and ORL have been investigated experimentally. In addition, I have measured the 

optimum gain at the ONU, which results in the minimum power penalty. The 

backreflection penalty decreases as the linewidth of the seed light broadens. When the 

linewidths of the upstream signal and the seed light are the same (such as ASE injection), 

the optimum ONU gain depends only on the TLL. However, the required optimum ONU 

gain and minimum penalty are also dependent on the linewidths of the seed light and the 

upstream signal because they are usually different in practical cases. As the linewidth 

broadens by the chirp effect, the backreflection penalty decreases, but the optimum ONU 

gain increases. It has been also shown that the downstream ER results in broadening of 

the linewidth, which in turn decreases the penalty and increases the optimum ONU gain. 

This makes the PON systems with remodulation configurations have more tolerance to 

backreflections when DFB-LD is used as the seed light. The impact of the receiver 

bandwidth is also explored. As the receiver bandwidth increases, not only does the power 

penalty increase due to the increase in received noise, but also the optimum ONU gain 

shifts to the lower side. As a result, the impact of the beat noises can be reduced by 

broadening the linewidth of the seed light, to spread out the beat noise power over a 
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frequency range wider than the receiver bandwidth. Therefore, it is advantageous to use 

sources with broader linewidth relative to the receiver bandwidth given that other system 

performance is not compromised. In injection locking of FP-LD studies, I show that the 

system performance does have a difference due to the different injection power that is 

applied. This analysis makes us realize that the operation condition is also important even 

if the system components are all fixed.  

 

In all of the experiments, the gain of the amplifier at the ONU is chosen to be able to 

reach the highest ONU gain test point. Then the ONU gain is varied by tuning the 

attenuator to achieve the whole ONU gain test range. This ensures that the ONU ER, the 

chirp and hence the linewidth remains constant for different ONU gains. In contrast, if 

the driving conditions of the ONU are changed, the impact of backreflections could be 

different at a specific ONU gain. For example, if the ONU gain is increased by increasing 

the driving current of the RSOA or the FP-LD, the chirp increases and the effective 

linewidth broadens, which leads to a reduction in power penalty and a shift of the 

optimum ONU.  

 

In addition, the beat noise caused by backreflections highly depends on the polarization 

states of the upstream signal and that of the backreflections. The light sources used in the 

experiments could have different polarization states. However, as discussed earlier, the 

use of optical delay fibers with various length results in complete random polarization 

states for each backreflection light. Therefore, all of the backreflection penalties 

measured in this experiment are 3 dB lower than those of the worst case. In contrast, if all 
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backreflections have the same polarization states as the upstream signal, it will be the 

worst case and it will result in maximum beat noise.  

Hence, I experimentally demonstrate that the linewidths of the seed light and the 

upstream signal have impact on the penalty as well as the optimum ONU gain. These 

results are in agreement with our theoretical modeling and are valid for all the colorless 

ONU architectures.  
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CHAPTER 4 CONCLUSIONS 

 

4.1 Thesis summary 

 

In this thesis, the main objective was to analyze the system impairment due to the intensity 

noises generated from the beating between backreflections and the signal in single-fiber 

bidirectional WDM-PON access networks. The objective has been achieved by a 

comprehensive investigation and analysis of the system penalty caused by backreflections 

in a WDM-PON system with various colorless architectures. The main body of this thesis 

was divided into two chapters: Chapter 2 gave a background and overview of WDM-PONs 

while Chapter 3 focused on my experimental work.  

 

Chapter 2 provided an introduction to WDM-PON technologies. It was pointed out that due 

to the increasing demand for higher bandwidth, access network is evolving from traditional 

copper wire to PON-based FTTH. While TDM-PON is the most popular PON architecture, 

WDM-PON is believed by many to be the solution for higher bandwidth. The architectures 

of TDM-PON and WDM-PON were described and contrasted. It was pointed out that 

while WDM-PON has many technical advantages, the cost issue in WDM-PONs remains a 

significant barrier to wider adoption and deployment. Recent technologies developed to 

realize colorless architectures, in WDM-PONs, were discussed. The most popular and cost-

effective colorless configurations in WDM-PONs, such as injection-locking of FP-LDs, 

wavelength-seeding of RSOAs and wavelength-reused remodulation schemes, were 

reviewed and compared. Finally, the various impairments in single-fiber bidirectional 

WDM-PONs, including the fiber loss, dispersion, the intensity noise from BLS and 
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colorless ONUs and RB, were discussed. Among them, it was stated that RB is inevitable 

in the fiber so that it’s very important to be considered and analyzed.  

 

In Chapter 3, my experimental work on the investigation of system impairment due to 

backreflections in single-fiber bidirectional WDM-PON access networks was presented. It 

started with a literature review of recent work on the impact of backreflections in single-

fiber loopback access networks, where the studies on the penalties caused by 

backreflections specifically in WDM-PONs were detailed. It was pointed out that these 

studies had limitation which is only valid in a specific scheme. Moreover, there was no 

study on Rayleigh backreflections in WDM-PONs with remodulation scheme. Afterwards, 

the definitions of the two types of backreflections considered in my study were introduced, 

i.e., backreflection I and II, followed by the principles of their relationship with the ONU 

gain. The theoretical analysis of backreflection penalty which was developed by another 

group member was also included. Then the WDM-PON system, which represented various 

colorless configurations, such as injection-locking of FP-LD, wavelength-seeding of RSOA 

and OOK remodulation scheme, was depicted. My backreflection setup was discussed and 

the characteristics of major components in the experimental setup were outlined, including 

the different seed lights at the CO (DFB-LD, spectrum-sliced ASE, and filtered MW-LS), 

the EAM, as well as the modulators at the ONU (RSOA and FP-LD). Finally, the 

experimental results for evaluation of backreflection penalty in single-fiber bidirectional 

WDM-PONs were demonstrated and discussed. The RIN, the power penalty and the 

optimum ONU gain were investigated. It was found that these parameters are dependent on 

the transmission line loss (TLL), the linewidth of the seed light, the chirp effect at the ONU 
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and the bandwidth of the detector. Various colorless configurations were studied to explore 

those dependencies. The results in different colorless architectures were compared as well. 

 

In conclusion, in this research, it was found that the WDM-PON using spectrum-sliced 

ASE as the seed light is much more tolerant to backreflections compared to other 

configurations. This advantage is due to the broader linewidth of the ASE source. 

Therefore, from the backreflection penalty point of view, injection-locking of FP-LD by 

spectrum-sliced ASE is the best choice for the WDM-PON configuration. However, due to 

the non-coherent characteristic of the ASE source, it is limited to the bit rate. Normally, for 

a WDM-PON works at 2.5 Gb/s or higher, DFB-LDs have to be implemented instead of 

ASE sources. Hence, different WDM-PON configurations need to be properly chosen in 

order to realize the required system performance.  

 

4.2 Future work 

 

My research focused on the investigation of system impairment due to backreflections in 

single-fiber bidirectional WDM-PON access networks. However, a number of issues 

remain unexplored and can be topics for future investigations: 

 In my work, the remodulation scheme was the traditional one which utilized NRZ 

intensity modulation for both downstream and upstream signals. As discussed in 

Chapter 2, bringing different modulation formats, such as DPSK, IRZ, etc., have 

shown the ability to facilitate the erasure of downstream pattern. The studies on the 

impact of backreflections in such WDM-PONs with different remodulation 

schemes could be analyzed and compared as well. Especially, the comparison of 
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intensity modulation and phase modulation could be interesting and further 

complete the investigation of backreflection penalty in remodulation configurations.  

 The current theoretical model developed in our group is valid for intensity 

modulation. There is a need to derive a general formulation that includes other 

modulation formats such as different phase modulation formats as well. The model 

should take into account all the parameters such as the source linewidth, the chirp, 

receiver bandwidth as well as the ER.   
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